Merritt College Horticulture
Fall 2020
Aesthetic Pruning Series

All Fall 2020 Classes will be held ONLINE only
NEW! Class fees to be paid through PayPal®

ザー: We’re doubly happy as we launch this Fall’s Series of Aesthetic Pruning (+ friend) Classes, because we’re happy when our students are happy, and we know many a fee class student will be just that, especially when enrolling in, then paying for fee classes and know payments will be subject to PayPal’s usual swift & streamlined processes.

◊ It’s not just that we prefer your use PayPal when paying fee class fees—it’s just that it’s now your only option!

All of this semester’s classes, except for LH805 are required for the Aesthetic Pruning Award.

Fall 2020 Classes

Sept. 12   LH812 The Art of the Focal Point Tree – Churgel
Sept. 19   LH818 Pruning Conifers – Foerster
Sept. 26   LH815 Pruning for the Big Picture – Churgel
Oct. 3     LH817 Pruning Japanese Gardens – Castellon
Oct. 10    *LH805 Rock Placement® Castellon
Oct. 17    LH819 The Art of Tree & & Shrub Reduction – Ingram
Nov. 7     LH816 Pruning Container Trees & Shrubs – Castellon
Dec. 5     ($78/9:30-4:20) LH823 Aesthetic Pruning as a Career – Ingram

Fall 2020 only: LH805 Reduced hours/Reduced fee w/out afternoon rock placement demo, class is 3 (not 6) hrs & $39 (not $78)

Fall 2020 LH26 Pruning will be held over 2 Sundays: Oct. 18 & 25

Advance Registration Policy (for now)♂

Watch for updates: it just may not be possible for us to process last minute enrollments (like we did in person)—we’re still figuring out how late we can keep enrollment open on the morning of the class. For now, for guaranteed (short of act of God, PG&E, etc.) class entry/access, we’ll need you to enroll at least 2 hours prior to class start time. Watch for updates that we’ll post by our PayPal buttons at:

www.merritt.edu/wp/lanht EVERYTHING IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE!

Spring 2021 (tentative) Class Schedule

January LH800 Introduction to Aesthetic Pruning
February   LH848 Pruning Deciduous Fruit Trees
           LH881 Art of the Wisteria
           LH801 Pruning Deciduous Trees & Shrubs
March      LH803 Finding the Essence of a Tree
           LH839A Introduction to Bonsai
April      LH804 Pruning Flowering Trees/Shrubs
           LH810 Pruning Maples
           LH811A Pruning Pines
May        LH891 Art of the Laceleaf Maple
           LH831 Pruning CA Native Trees & Shrubs

Questions? mbull@peralta.edu (email preferred) or call 510-436-2418 or 2491
Fee class fees must now be paid through the reliable and secure PayPal. Find our new PayPal button & more details prominently displayed on our homepage on the Merritt College website: www.merritt.edu/wp/lanht. Be sure you provide the correct email to which we’ll